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Abstract

Most current action recognition methods heavily rely on

appearance information by taking an RGB sequence of en-

tire image regions as input. While being effective in exploit-

ing contextual information around humans, e.g., human ap-

pearance and scene category, they are easily fooled by out-

of-context action videos where the contexts do not exactly

match with target actions. In contrast, pose-based meth-

ods, which take a sequence of human skeletons only as in-

put, suffer from inaccurate pose estimation or ambiguity of

human pose per se. Integrating these two approaches has

turned out to be non-trivial; training a model with both

appearance and pose ends up with a strong bias towards

appearance and does not generalize well to unseen videos.

To address this problem, we propose to learn pose-driven

feature integration that dynamically combines appearance

and pose streams by observing pose features on the fly. The

main idea is to let the pose stream decide how much and

which appearance information is used in integration based

on whether the given pose information is reliable or not.

We show that the proposed IntegralAction achieves highly

robust performance across in-context and out-of-context ac-

tion video datasets. The codes are available in here.

1. Introduction

Human action recognition in videos aims at classifying

an input video of human action into one of pre-defined tar-

get classes [4, 7, 13, 14, 24, 27, 36, 46–48]. Following the

success of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) on image

classification [17,37], video action recognition has made re-

markable progress by developing deep neural models that

process RGB image frames via spatio-temporal convolu-

tion [4, 13, 27, 46] or two-stream convolution with scene

optical flow [14, 36]. These appearance-based methods,

however, learn to exploit contextual information (e.g., scene

* equal contribution

class, dominant objects, or background motion), rather than

human action performed in the video [25,26]. This is a crit-

ical issue in terms of robustness since they are all vulnera-

ble to the attack of out-of-context actions, e.g., mimes [43].

While recent pose-based methods [7, 24, 47, 48], which re-

place the RGB input with human skeletons, have a potential

to resolve this issue as a reasonable alternative, the situation

is very difficult in the wild. For most real-world videos in

the standard benchmark datasets, human poses are not easy

to detect, only partially visible (mostly, close-up faces and

hands), or completely absent (first-person view without any

persons). Even with successful detection, human poses are

often ambiguous without context.

As shown in the example in Fig. 1(a), while the

appearance-based approach successfully predicts “eating

ice cream” by exploiting the appearance of ice creams,

the pose-based approach often fails due to the ambigu-

ity of the pose without the appearance context. In con-

trast, the pose-based approach has the strong advantage

of robustness in understanding actual human actions. As

shown in the example of Fig. 1(b), while the appear-

ance approach is misled by the appearance of barbels, the

pose-based approach correctly predicts “hurdling”. Several

methods [7, 10, 30, 42, 47, 48, 50] attempt to integrate the

two approaches, but the problem has turned out to be non-

trivial. They either aggregates the two streams by averaging

predicted action scores [7, 10, 42, 47, 48] or fusing features

from each stream by fully-connected layers [30, 50]. Their

models all inherit a strong bias of contextual information

present in the datasets [25,26] and thus are easily fooled by

out-of-context action videos [43].

To address the problem, we propose an effective and ro-

bust integration model, dubbed IntegralAction, that dynam-

ically combines the appearance and pose information in a

pose-driven manner. The main idea of pose-driven feature

integration is to let the pose stream decide how much and

which appearance information is used in integration based

on whether the given pose information is reliable or not.

It thus encourages the system to filter out unnecessary con-



input appearance sequence

“clean and jerk” (✘) “hurdling” (✓)

“eating ice cream” (✓) “driving car” (✘) “eating ice cream” (✓)

“hurdling” (✓)

input pose sequence

(b) context does not match with human motion (out-of-context action)

(a) context matches with human motion (in-context action)

input appearance sequence input pose sequence

appearance-based pose-based

input appearance + pose sequences

integrated (ours)

input appearance + pose sequences

Figure 1: Comparative examples of appearance-based, pose-based, vs. our approaches. For (a) in-context action video and

(b) out-of-context action video cases, representative frames and their class activation maps [49] are visualized with the action

prediction results. The appearance-based and pose-based approaches are ours with only one stream without the integration.

In the input pose sequence, the blank image indicates a pose estimation failure.

textual information and focus on human motion information

when the pose information is sufficient for action recogni-

tion. In experimental evaluations, we demonstrate that the

proposed pose-driven feature integration greatly improves

action recognition on out-of-context action videos, Mimet-

ics [43] dataset, without losing performance on in-context

action videos, Kinetics [21] and NTU-RGBD [34] datasets.

2. Related work

Appearance-based human action recognition. The

appearance-based human action recognition methods rely

on raw RGB video frames for prediction. There exist dif-

ferent approaches to it using Recurrent Neural Networks

(RNNs) [9], two-stream CNNs [14, 36], and 3D CNNs

[4, 38, 39, 46]. Two-stream approaches [14, 36] adopt two-

stream networks with RGB and optical flow streams, which

process RGB frames together with corresponding optical

flow frames. Carreira et al. [4] introduce the inflated 3D

CNN (I3D) that expands ImageNet [33] pre-trained ker-

nels of 2D CNN to 3D. They verify 3D CNNs with large-

scale in-context action datasets such as Kinetics [21] be-

come strong baselines in action recognition. Du et al. [39]

and Xie et al. [46] factorize 3D convolutions into 2D and

1D convolutions for efficient prediction. Recently, sev-

eral methods propose innovative architectures for efficient

action recognition [12, 13, 27]. Lin et al. [27] propose

the temporal shifting module (TSM) that enables them to

learn spatio-temporal features using 2D convolutions only.

Feichtenhofer et al. [12, 13] propose SlowFast networks,

which capture spatial semantics and motion separately by

applying different spatio-temporal resolutions for two dif-

ferent networks. They also propose an efficient set of X3D

architectures [12] by controlling scaling factors such as

channel widths, layer depths, frame intervals, and spatio-

temporal resolutions for action recognition.

Pose-based human action recognition. The pose-based

human action recognition methods use human skeleton or

pose videos for prediction. The pose video can be ob-

tained from depth sensors [22,28] or off-the-shelf 2D multi-

person pose estimation models [3, 16]. The earlier work of

Jhuang et al. [20] shows that human pose features can im-

prove human action recognition in videos. Cheron et al. [6]

construct two-stream networks that process RGB frames

and optical flows of human parts. Choutas et al. [7] in-

troduce a concept of pose motion that represents the tem-

poral movement of human pose in a spatial domain. Yan et

al. [47] propose a unified 3D CNN model that effectively

encodes multiple pose modalities. Du et al. [10] and Ro-

hit et al. [15] use estimated human poses for attention mech-

anisms in their model by converting human keypoints to 2-

dimensional heatmaps. Recently, GraphCNN-based meth-

ods have been proposed for skeleton-based action recogni-

tion [5, 24, 29, 35, 48]. Yan et al. [48] construct a spatio-

temporal human pose graph and process it by GraphCNN.

Shi et al. [35] introduce a GraphCNN-based action recog-



nition system that learns graph topology. Li et al. [24] pro-

pose an encoder-decoder structure to capture action-specific

latent high-order dependencies in their GraphCNN-based

model. Cheng et al. [5] propose a shift graph operation for

reducing FLOPs of GraphCNNs. Liu et al. [29] propose a

novel graph convolution operator (G3D) for capturing long-

range joint relationship modeling.

Integrating appearance and pose. Several methods have

attempted to improve performance in action recognition by

integrating the two approaches [7, 10, 15, 30, 42, 47, 48, 50].

Most of the methods [7, 10, 42, 47, 48] use to simply add

predicted action scores from the two models in their testing

stage. Rohit et al. [15] propose to use a bilinear pooling

between appearance and pose features for their action clas-

sifier. Zolfaghari et al. [50] develop a multi-stream 3D CNN

for processing multi-frame human poses, optical flows, and

RGBs together. Luvizon et al. [30] propose a multi-task

system that simultaneously predicts 2D/3D human pose and

action class.

Compared to our method, all these integration methods

have serious limitations in robustness to in-context or out-

of-context actions. Their models heavily rely on the appear-

ance stream without any gating or regularization so that they

are not able to filter out a strong contextual bias from out-

of-context action videos. Furthermore, the post-processing

integration of [7, 10, 42, 47, 48] is easily affected by inaccu-

rate action prediction from the pose stream. Our dynamic

integration method of IntegralAction effectively suppresses

misleading contextual features from the appearance stream

and also supplements inaccurate or ambiguous pose infor-

mation with useful contextual appearance.

Gating for neural networks. Gating mechanisms control

the information flow of neural networks through a multi-

plicative interaction and are being widely used for a variety

of tasks [8, 18, 31, 46]. Dauphin et al. [8] use a simple gat-

ing block for language modeling. Hu et al. [18] introduce a

squeeze-and-excitation block for image classification. For

video classification, Miech et al. [31] and Xie et al. [46]

propose gating modules to reassign the distribution of fea-

ture channels. In this paper, we propose a new gating mech-

anism, which controls the information flow of appearance

and human pose information through dynamic integration

for recognizing human actions.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

• We present an action recognition model, IntegralAc-

tion, that dynamically integrates appearance and pose

information in a pose-driven way.

• We show that our pose-driven feature integration sig-

nificantly improves the action recognition accuracy on

out-of-context action videos while preserving the ac-

curacy on in-context action videos.

appearance stream

input pose sequence (    ) pose stream

“hurdling”

pose-driven 
feature integration

action 
classification

input appearance sequence (   )
appearance feature

pose feature

gating matrix integrated feature

Figure 2: The overall pipeline of the proposed IntegralAc-

tion.

• Our IntegralAction achieves highly robust perfor-

mance across in-context and out-of-context action

video datasets. Especially, it significantly outperforms

the recent state-of-the-art methods on out-of-context

action video dataset.

3. IntegralAction model

Given a video clip, the proposed model, IntegralAction,

takes as input both its appearance sequence A and the cor-

responding pose estimation sequence P, and then predicts

action probabilities of the video over target classes C. The

appearance sequence is composed of RGB frames, while

the pose sequence is of human pose frames. As illustrated

in Fig. 2, IntegralAction processes the two sequences, A

and P, via appearance and pose streams; these two streams

transform A and P into spatio-temporal appearance and

pose features, respectively. The proposed pose-driven fea-

ture integrator then combines the two features into an in-

tegrated action feature. Finally, the action feature is fed to

a classifier, which outputs action probabilities over target

classes C.

3.1. Appearance stream

For an input to the appearance stream, we sample T
frames from the given video clip and construct a sequence

A ∈ R
T×3×HA×WA where T , HA, and WA denote the num-

bers of frames, height, and width of the sequence, respec-

tively. The sampled frames are selected by randomly choos-

ing the first frame within the video clip and then collecting

subsequent frames at τ frame intervals [4, 46]. The frames

are resized and cropped into the size of HA×WA. Given the

sequence of RGB frames A, the appearance stream trans-

forms it into an appearance feature FA ∈ R
T×C .

For an architecture of the stream, we employ ResNet [17]

and add the temporal shift module (TSM) [27] for each

residual block of the ResNet for efficient and effective

spatio-temporal feature extraction following Lin et al. [27];

the TSM enables to obtain the effect of 3D convolutions

using efficient 2D convolutions by shifting a part of input

feature channels along the temporal axis before the convo-

lution operation. Following the setting in [27], we shift 1/8
of the input feature channels forward and another 1/8 of

the channels backward in the TSM. The final appearance



feature FA is obtained by performing a global average pool

on the output of the ResNet.

3.2. Pose stream

For an input to the pose stream, we sample T frames

from the video clip using the same sampling scheme used

in the appearance stream, and extract human body keypoints

from the frames using off-the-shelf 2D multi-person pose

estimation methods [2,3,16]. The keypoints for each frame

are then translated into K keypoint heatmaps [2, 45] and

B part affinity fields [3], which will be described below.

Combining the heatmaps and fields along channels, we con-

struct a sequence P ∈ R
T×(K+B)×HP×WP where HP and

WP represent the height and width of the sequence, respec-

tively. Given the sequence of human pose frames P, the

pose stream transforms it into a pose features FP ∈ R
T×C .

For an architecture of the stream, we employ the same

ResNet model used in the appearance stream but with some

modification for memory efficiency. Specifically, we skip

the first two-strided convolutional layer and the next max-

pooling layer of the ResNet; this allows us to set HP and WP

to one-quarter of HA and WA, respectively while preserving

the spatial size of the output to be the same as that from the

appearance stream. As the channel dimension of P, K +
B, is relatively large, we reduce the spatial size of P for

efficient feature extraction. To adapt the channel dimension

of P to the input channel dimension of the first block of the

ResNet, we put a front-end convolutional block that consists

of a 3-by-3 convolutional layer, batch normalization [19],

and ReLU function.

Keypoint heatmap. Each keypoint is translated into a

heatmap Hk using a Gaussian blob [2, 45]: Hk(x, y) =

exp
(

−
(x−xk)

2+(y−yk)
2

2σ2

)

, where xk and yk are the coordi-

nates of kth keypoint and σ is set to 0.5. When multiple

persons are detected in the frame, we sort them by the pose

estimation score and select top-5 persons. If the score is be-

low 0.1, the keypoint heatmap of the person becomes zero

heatmap. Then, we accumulate heatmaps of each keypoint

from the persons and clamp the value to a maximum of 1.0.

Part affinity field (PAF). The PAF [3] is a vector field be-

tween human keypoint locations in the image space. For

its construction, we define a bone as a pair of parent and

child nodes in the human skeleton graph. To translate the

bth bone of a detected human into a PAF Lb, we assign the

2D orientation vector of the corresponding keypoint pair to

all positions (x, y) on the line formed by the keypoint pair:

Lb(x, y) = vb where vb ∈ R
2 is the 2D unit vector in the

direction of the bth bone [3]. Like the keypoint heatmap,

we sort pose estimation results by the score and select top-5

persons to make PAFs. The PAF of a person whose score

is lower than 0.1 becomes zero PAF. When a position is

assigned bones of multiple persons, it obtains the average

time
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Figure 3: Pose-driven feature integration.

of all the corresponding vectors. PAFs implicitly provide

information about which person each keypoint belongs to,

e.g., greedy parsing of PAFs would be able to reconstruct

the keypoint connections (i.e., bones) of a person. PAFs are

thus useful in the presence of multiple persons and comple-

mentary to the keypoint heatmaps.

3.3. Posedriven feature integration

To combine the appearance and pose features, FA and

FP, into an adaptive and robust action feature F, we pro-

pose to learn pose-driven feature integration. As illustrated

in Fig. 3, it proceeds in three steps: (1) feature alignment,

(2) pose-driven gating, and (3) aggregation.

Feature alignment. The appearance and pose features, FA

and FP, are transformed into F
′

A and F
′

P so that they are se-

mantically aligned (i.e., channel-wise aligned) to each other

with the same channel dimension. This is done by two tem-

poral convolution blocks, TCBA and TCBP, each of which

consists of convolution with kernel size 1, layer normaliza-

tion [1], and ReLU activation function; the two temporal

convolution blocks are separately applied to FA and FP, re-

spectively, and produce outputs with the same channel di-

mension as inputs. This semantic alignment along channels

is necessary for the two features, F′

A and F
′

P, to be inte-

grated by addition after gating.

Pose-driven gating. The pose-driven gating takes as input

the pose feature FP, predicts a channel-wise gating matrix

G ∈ R
T×C , and imposes it on semantically aligned fea-

tures F
′

A and F
′

P. The gating matrix G is predicted by a

convolutional gating block, CGB, that consists of convolu-

tion with kernel size 1, batch normalization, and sigmoid

activation function. The gating matrix G, where each ele-

ment lies [0, 1], is used to perform gating on F
′

A and F
′

P in

opposite directions: G⊙ F
′

A and (1−G) ⊙ FP′ , where ⊙

denotes element-wise multiplication.

Aggregation. Finally, the aggregation simply combines the

gated features of appearance and pose by element-wise ad-

dition, which produces an integrated action feature F ∈

R
T×C as follows:

F = G⊙ F
′

A + (1−G)⊙ F
′

P. (1)



The main idea behind the pose-driven feature integra-

tion is to let the pose feature decide how much and which

appearance information is used in integration based on

whether the given pose information is reliable or not. To

this end, we enforce it to learn a priority for pose by train-

ing the gating module with a regularizer:

Lgate = − log(1−G), (2)

which encourages the gate to be open to the appearance

feature only when the cost needs to be taken based on the

given pose feature. This prevents the integration from being

biased towards strong contextual features from the appear-

ance stream. If the pose feature provides sufficient infor-

mation for action recognition, the proposed integration will

focus on it without the risk of being misled by strong con-

texts from the appearance feature. Otherwise, it will utilize

more contextual information from the appearance feature.

3.4. Action classification

The final classifier uses the integrated action feature F

to predict probabilities over target action classes. The clas-

sification is performed for each frame of F by a fully-

connected layer with softmax output. As in [27, 41], we

average the probabilities of the frames to obtain the final

action probabilities of the video.

We train our model, IntegralAction, by minimizing the

loss function:

L = Lcls + λLgate, (3)

where Lcls represents the standard cross entropy loss and

Lgate is the gate regularizer described above. λ is a balanc-

ing factor between them.

The training procedure proceeds as follows. We first

train an appearance-only model and a pose-only model,

which use FA and FP for classification, respectively, by

minimizing Lcls only. These pre-trained appearance-only

and pose-only models are used to initialize the IntegralAc-

tion except for the parts of feature integration and action

classification, which are randomly initialized. The feature

integration and classification parts are then trained by min-

imizing the entire loss L while the pre-trained parts of the

network are frozen.

3.5. Implementation details

PyTorch [32] is used for implementation. The ResNet is

initialized with the publicly released weight pre-trained on

the ImageNet [33], and the weights of the remaining part

are initialized by Gaussian distribution with σ = 0.001.

The weights are updated by the SGD with a mini-batch

size of 32. C = 512 is used for all experiments. We set

the size of the input RGB sequence as 224 × 224, and that

of the input pose sequence as 56 × 56. We pre-train the

appearance and pose streams with the initial learning rate

of 10−2. The learning rate is reduced by a factor of 10 at

30th and 60th epoch until 70th epoch when trained on Ki-

netics [21] and reduced by a factor of 10 at 20th and 30th

epoch until 40th epoch when trained on Kinetics50 [21] and

NTU-RGBD [34]. After the pre-training, we continue the

training of full IntegralAction. To this end, the initial learn-

ing rate is set to 10−3 and reduced by a factor of 10 at 10th

and 15th epoch until 20th epoch. Random scaling, transla-

tion, and horizontal flip augmentations are applied during

the training following Lin et al. [27]. We use four NVIDIA

RTX 2080Ti GPUs for training our IntegralAction. In test-

ing time, we sampled 10 clips per video and averaged the

prediction following Lin et al. [27].

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and evaluation metrics

Kinetics. Kinetics [21] is a large-scale human action

dataset mostly with in-context action videos. The dataset

consists of 240K training and 20K validation videos with

400 action classes. Following the work of [43], we also use

a subset of Kinetics, Kinetics50, which contains 33K train-

ing and 2K validation videos with 50 action classes; these

50 action classes are strongly related to human body mo-

tions rather than background scene and objects. For human

pose estimation on Kinetics, we use the results released by

Yan et al. [48], which are obtained using OpenPose [2].

Mimetics. Mimetics [43] is a human action dataset mostly

with out-of-context action videos. It consists of 713 videos

and 50 human action classes, which are the same as those of

Kinetics50. Due to its small scale, it is only used to evaluate

models trained on Kinetics50 or Kinetics following Weinza-

epfel et al. [43]. For human pose estimation on Mimetics,

we use ResNet50-based Mask R-CNN [16, 44].

NTU-RGBD. NTU-RGBD [34] contains 56K RGBD video

clips captured from a controlled lab environment. 40 sub-

jects perform 60 actions, and most of the videos correspond

to in-context actions. We use the standard cross-subject

split for training and testing and exploit 2D human pose an-

notations provided by [34].

Following the previous results reported on Kinetics,

Mimetics [4,43], and NTU-RGBD [24,35,43,48], both top-

1 and top-5 accuracies are used as evaluation metrics for

Kinetics and Mimetics while top-1 accuracy is used as an

evaluation metric for NTU-RGBD.

4.2. Results on the benchmark datasets

In this experiment, we use ResNet-50 for the

appearance-only model and use ResNet-18 for the pose-

only model. We set T = 8 and τ = 8 for the appearance-

only model, and T = 32 and τ = 2 for the pose-only model.

The same settings are used for appearance and pose streams

of our integrated model. We apply 4× 1× 1 average pool-



Table 1: Top-1 and top-5 accuracy comparison between baselines and the proposed method on Kinetics, Mimetics, and

NTU-RGBD.

methods
Kinetics Mimetics NTU-RGBD avg

top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5 rank

appearance-only model 73.5 91.0 6.3 16.7 90.4 99.0 2.7

pose-only model 30.2 51.3 15.2 33.1 83.7 97.0 3.2

IntegralAction (ours, λ = 1.5) 73.3 90.8 12.8 26.0 91.7 99.4 1.8

IntegralAction (ours, λ = 5.0) 65.0 85.9 15.3 31.5 91.0 99.2 2.2

Table 2: Top-1 and top-5 accuracy comparison with state-

of-the-art methods on Kinetics and Mimetics. Methods with

* initialize weights with ImageNet pre-trained ones.

methods
Kinetics Mimetics

top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5

Appearance-based methods

I3D (RGB)* [4] 71.1 89.3 - -

R(2+1)D (RGB)* [39] 72.0 90.0 - -

TSM* [27] 73.5 91.0 6.3 16.7

3D ResNext-101 (RGB)* [43] 74.5 - 8.6 20.1

3D ResNext-101 (two-stream)* [43] - - 10.5 26.9

SlowFast Res-101 [13] 78.9 93.5 - -

X3D-XL [12] 79.1 93.9 - -

Pose-based methods

Deep LSTM [34] 16.4 35.3 - -

TCN [23] 20.3 40.0 - -

ST-GCN [48] 30.7 52.8 12.6 27.4

SIP-Net [43] 32.8 - 14.2 32.0

IntegralAction (ours, λ = 1.5)* 73.3 90.8 12.8 26.0

IntegralAction (ours, λ = 5.0)* 65.0 85.9 15.3 31.5

ing along the temporal axis for FP to set the same feature

dimension as that of FA before the feature integration.

Comparison to the baselines. First of all, we compare

single-stream models with the proposed integrated model

on different benchmark datasets. Since the balancing fac-

tor λ controls the degree of pose priority in dynamic gating,

we use two versions of IntegralAction: weak priority (λ =

1.5) and strong priority (λ = 5.0). The results are summa-

rized in Table 1. The appearance-only model shows strong

performance on the in-context action datasets (Kinetics and

NTU-RGBD) but drastically fails on the out-of-context ac-

tion dataset (Mimetics). The pose-only model shows the

opposite; it achieves strong performance on Mimetics while

significantly underperforming others on Kinetics and NTU-

RGBD. The proposed method, IntegralAction, presents ro-

bust performance on all the benchmark datasets. It achieves

good performance on Mimetics while being comparable to

the appearance-only model on Kinetics. In NTU-RGBD,

our method obtains an additional gain by integrating ap-

pearance and pose information. The last column of Table 1

represents the average rank over all the three datasets, which

shows that the proposed method performs the best on aver-

age.

Comparison to the state-of-the-art methods. We com-

pare our results with recent state-of-the-art results on Kinet-

ics and Mimetics in Table 2. Each section of the table con-

tains the results of appearance-based methods [4,27,39,43],

Table 3: Top-1 accuracy comparison with state-of-the-art

methods on NTU-RGBD.

methods accuracy

Lie Group [40] 50.1

Du et al. [11] 59.1

Deep LSTM [34] 60.7

SIP-Net [43] 64.8

Zolfaghari et al. [50] 67.8

TCN [23] 74.3

ST-GCN [48] 81.5

AS-GCN [24] 86.8

2S-AGCN [35] 88.5

Shift-GCN [5] 90.7

MS-G3DNet [29] 91.5

IntegralAction (ours, λ = 1.5) 91.7

IntegralAction (ours, λ = 5.0) 91.0

pose-based methods [23, 34, 43, 48], and the proposed

method, respectively. As expected, appearance-based meth-

ods are better than pose-based methods on Kinetics, while

pose-based methods are better than appearance-based meth-

ods on Mimetics. The proposed method is competitive

with the appearance-based methods [4, 27, 39, 43], and out-

performs all the other pose-based methods [23, 34, 43, 48]

by a large margin in Kinetics. At the same time, our

method achieves state-of-the-art performance in Mimet-

ics. Table 3 summarizes the comparative results on NTU-

RGBD. The upper part of the table contains the results

of previous pose-based methods including a hand-crafted

feature method [40], RNN methods [11, 34], CNN meth-

ods [23, 43, 50], and GraphCNN methods [24, 35, 48]. The

proposed method outperforms all the other methods, outper-

forming the state of the arts by the margin of 3.2% points at

top-1 accuracy.

4.3. Comparison with other integration methods

We compare top-1 and top-5 accuracy from appearance-

only model, pose-only model, and various feature integra-

tion methods including feature fuse [30,50] and score aver-

age in testing stage [7, 10, 42, 47, 48] in Table 4. We addi-

tionally train variants of our IntegralAction by disabling the

gating or gating without Lgate. Among all the integration

methods, our setting achieves the best accuracy on Mimet-

ics and marginally lower accuracy than the best performing

one on Kinetics50. The relative performance difference be-

tween other best performing integration methods and ours

on Mimetics is 23%, while that on Kinetics50 is 3%. For

all models, the network architectures are based on that of



Table 4: Top-1 and top-5 accuracy comparison between var-

ious appearance and pose stream integration methods on Ki-

netics50 and Mimetics. The numbers in parentheses repre-

sent relative difference between other best performing inte-

gration method and ours.

methods
Kinetics50 Mimetics

top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5

appearance-only model 72.8 91.7 11.2 31.7

pose-only model 45.6 72.9 26.0 52.2

feature fuse [30, 50] 73.8 93.4 19.5 42.3

score average [7, 47] 73.9 91.4 21.6 48.7

ours without gating 74.2 93.2 21.3 45.5

ours without Lgate 73.2 92.1 15.9 37.2

IntegralAction (ours)
72.2

(↓ 3%)
92.3

(↓ 1%)
26.5

(↑ 23%)
50.5

(↑ 6%)

our IntegralAction. The appearance and pose streams are

based on ResNet-18, and we set T = τ = 8. All models

are trained on Kinetics50 and then tested on Kinetics50 and

Mimetics.

Comparison with the feature fuse. The feature fuse

method [30,50] suffers from low accuracy on Mimetics be-

cause their networks are trained without any gating or reg-

ularization; therefore, theirs cannot filter out a strong con-

textual bias from out-of-context action videos. In contrast,

our IntegralAction is not dominated by the biased contex-

tual information by introducing the regularizer Lgate, which

results in significant performance improvement on Mimet-

ics as shown in 6th and the last row of the Table 4. To fur-

ther validate this, we show the Gaussian distribution of the

gating matrix G averaged over the channel and temporal

dimensions from models trained with and without Lgate on

each frame of Kinetics50 and Mimetics in Figure 4. As

the figure shows, the regularizer translates the mean of each

distribution to a lower value, which enforces our system to

prefer pose features over the appearance features. Thus, our

IntegralAction is optimized to utilize the pose feature when

the input pose sequence provides sufficient information for

the action recognition without being dominated by the ap-

pearance feature.

To implement the feature fuse, we pass FP and FA to an

additional fully-connected layer, of which output is used for

the action prediction.

Comparison with the score average. The score averag-

ing methods [7, 10, 42, 47, 48] average the predicted action

probability from the appearance-only and pose-only mod-

els in the testing stage. This makes their system suffer from

low accuracy on Mimetics because strongly biased action

prediction from the appearance-based model is not filtered

out when averaging. In contrast, our IntegralAction dynam-

ically integrates the appearance features and pose features.

Figure 4 shows that distributions of the averaged gating ma-

trix G from Kinetics50 and Mimetics have very different

variances, which indicates that the estimated gating matrix

Figure 4: The Gaussian distributions of averaged G from

models trained with and without Lgate on Kinetics50 and

Mimetics.

Table 5: Averaged G values for each action class on Kinet-

ics50.
action classes averaged G

writing 0.33

flying kite 0.32

tying tie 0.31

driving car 0.28

hitting baseball 0.18

skipping rope 0.17

deadlifting 0.16

clean and jerk 0.15

varies according to the input sequence. As some videos of

Kinetics50 contain human-central videos while others con-

tain context-central videos, whether the input pose sequence

is sufficient for the action recognition or not varies a lot,

which makes the gating matrix diverse. In contrast, most

of the videos of Mimetics contain human-central videos,

which results in a less diverse gating matrix. We addition-

ally show the gating matrix G averaged over the channel

dimension and all frames of an action class in Table 5. The

table shows that the averaged gating matrix becomes lower

when the action class is highly related to human motion and

becomes higher when the class is related to the context, such

as background and objects. This dynamic feature integra-

tion is essential for filtering out the biased action prediction

from the appearance feature.

Performance on Kinetics50. Although our IntegralAc-

tion outperforms other integration methods on Mimetics

by a large margin, it decreases the top-1 accuracy of the

appearance-only model on Kinetics50 slightly while in-

creases the top-5 accuracy. We believe this is because our

regularizer is applied to all frames equally, which can en-

force our model to prefer the pose feature even when the

appearance feature plays a critical role in the frames for the

action recognition. We tried to utilize the action recognition

test results on the training set to supervise the gating matrix

differently for each frame; however, it did not improve the

action recognition accuracy in a meaningful margin. We

leave designing a frame (or video)-adaptive regularizer as

future work.



Table 6: Top-1 and top-5 accuracy comparison between

models that estimate G from appearance feature, pose fea-

ture, and both features on Kinetics50 and Mimetics. The

numbers in parentheses represent relative difference be-

tween other best performing method and ours.

methods
Kinetics50 Mimetics

top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5

appearance-driven 73.8 93.0 23.2 48.2

pose-driven (ours)
72.2

(↓ 2%)
92.3

(↓ 1%)
26.5

(↑ 12%)
50.5

(↑ 5%)

both-driven 73.3 92.4 23.7 46.5

Table 7: Top-1 and top-5 accuracy comparison between

models trained with various λ values on Kinetics50 and

Mimetics.

λ value
Kinetics50 Mimetics

top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5

0.0 73.2 92.1 15.9 37.2

1.0 72.8 92.6 25.7 47.8

1.5 (ours) 72.2 92.3 26.5 50.5

5.0 67.8 89.7 27.2 48.2

4.4. Ablation study on IntegralAction

For this ablation study, we use ResNet-18 and set T =
τ = 8 for both appearance and pose streams. The model

is trained on Kinetics50 and then tested on Kinetics50 and

Mimetics.

Pose-driven vs. appearance-driven feature integration.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the pose-driven feature

integration, we compare the top-1 and top-5 accuracy be-

tween models that estimate the gating matrix G from the

appearance feature FA, pose feature FP, and both ones in

Table 6. The both-driven method predicts G from a com-

bined feature, concatenation of FA and FP along the chan-

nel dimension. As the table shows, our pose-driven feature

integration significantly outperforms appearance-driven and

both-driven ones on Mimetics while produces marginally

lower accuracy on Kinetics50. The relative performance

gap on Mimetics is 12%, while that on Kinetics50 is 2%.

The reason for the worse performance of the appearance-

driven and both-driven ones on Mimetics is that the appear-

ance feature provides strongly biased contextual informa-

tion from out-of-context action videos. Therefore, CGB,

which estimates the gating matrix, is dominated by biased

contextual information. In contrast, the pose feature only

provides human motion information without contextual in-

formation. This can make CGB robust to the biased context,

which leads to more robust performance on out-of-context

action videos.

Various training settings. We provide the top-1 and top-

5 accuracy from various λ values in Table 7. As the ta-

ble shows, a larger λ value regularizes the model to choose

the feature from the pose stream stronger, which results in

low performance on Kinetics50 and good performance on

Mimetics. We found that λ = 1.5 achieves high accuracy

Table 8: Top-1 and top-5 accuracy comparison between

models trained with various training strategies on Kinet-

ics50 and Mimetics.

pre-train fix
Kinetics50 Mimetics

top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5

✗ ✗ 72.2 93.6 17.8 43.1

✓ ✗ 72.5 92.0 23.5 46.6

✓ ✓ 72.2 92.3 26.5 50.5

on Mimetics while marginally decreases the accuracy on

Kinetics50; therefore, we set λ = 1.5 through the whole

experiments.

In addition, we show the top-1 and top-5 accuracy from

various possible training strategies of IntegralAction in Ta-

ble 8. For the comparison, we trained three models, in-

cluding ours. The first one is trained without pre-training,

and the second one is trained from pre-trained appearance

and pose streams, while the two streams are not fixed when

training feature integration and classification part. As the

table shows, starting from pre-trained appearance and pose

streams greatly improves the accuracy on Mimetics. In ad-

dition, fixing the pre-trained two streams also increases the

accuracy on Mimetics significantly. Therefore, we trained

our IntegralAction from pre-trained appearance and pose

streams and fixed them during the final training stage.

We think pre-training each stream separately and fix-

ing them can maintain their complementary characteristics

better than training the whole system from scratch or fine-

tuning them during the final training stage. Maintaining the

complementary characteristics of each stream and utilizing

them is the essence of our IntegralAction.

5. Conclusion

We propose IntegralAction, which dynamically inte-

grates appearance and pose information in a pose-driven

manner for robust human action recognition. The previ-

ous integration methods use a static aggregation of the two

information or sequentially refine the pose information us-

ing the appearance information, which suffers from a strong

bias of contextual information from out-of-context action

videos. In contrast, our pose-driven feature integration

can filter out the biased contextual information, thus can

perform robust action recognition on both in-context and

out-of-context action videos. The proposed IntegralAction

achieves highly robust performance across in-context and

out-of-context action video datasets.
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